Congratulations on acquiring a Lytt Labs timepiece. You and your timepiece are going to have a lot of great times
together. Your timepiece has been manufactured using the finest materials and has been subject to stringent
quality control. To enjoy your Lytt Labs timepiece for a long time to come, please make sure to read the following
care and use instructions.

LYTT LABS USER MANUAL AND CARE GUIDELINE
1. PROPER CARE & USE
Things not to do ! :
Your Lytt Labs timepiece is made to the highest standards and is meant for normal use.
IT IS NOT a sports watch. Therefore, avoid using it for high impact sports such as tennis,
golf, motorsports, etc. Neither the movement nor the case is designed to withstand the
type of impact these activities may generate.

Things to do with care :
Your timepiece is 50m / 5 atm water resistant. It is NOT WATERPROOF. It is fine to wash
your hands or to take a shower. It is NOT a diving watch. Temperature shocks (hot to cold,
cold to hot)

can also damage the gaskets in your timepiece. Therefore, please ensure your watch does
not experience rapid changes in temperature extremes.
Should soap, shampoo or an unwanted substance come in to contact with your watch,
please rinse it off with warm water, as soap and shampoo contains elements that may
damage the gaskets and silicone parts of your watch.

Things to do :
Clean your timepiece from time to time, using a soft micro bre cloth and warm water. DO
NOT use an abrasive cloth as this can lead to unwanted scratches. For more persistent
stains, we recommend using a diluted ammonia based glass window cleaner (3:1 dilution).
Moisten a soft cloth with this solution and rub the stained surface with it. Wipe again with
a moistened cloth with water to remove the solution. Should you need help with cleaning
your watch, please ask your trusted retailer for a professional cleaning. Most retailers will
provide this service free of charge as a courtesy.

2. SET AND WIND :
Wind
Your Lytt Labs timepiece is equipped with a mechanical self-winding movement. Wearing
it daily with a normal level of activity will provide all the energy the timepiece requires to
keep proper time. Should you have periods with very low levels of activity - a desk job or
a lazy weekend - we recommend that you manually wind your watch to give it a boost. A
few dozen turns of the crown should fully charge your timepiece. Please keep in mind that
the winding is one-directional, so you will want to wind your watch in a clock-wise manner.
For power reserve details please refer to the technical speci cations of your timepiece.
Set
Crown pushed in : Timepiece is secure and operational. Timepiece is water resistant.
Crown pulled out position 1 : No function
Crown pulled out position 2 : you are recommended to set the time by turning the crown in
clockwise direction. The second hand is blocked while you set your timepiece. The full hour
is reached when the color indicator at 10 o’clock points directly at any given hour, and the
indicator at at 2 o’clock directly at the “Zero” on the minute disk, as per Figure 1. The vertical
bars on the hour disk indicate half hours.
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Make sure to push the crown back into the fully closed position after setting the time to
ensure the water resistance of your timepiece.

3. CHANGING YOUR STRAP :
Your Lytt Labs timepiece can be pimped with a wide choice of cool straps, in silicone or
leather. These are available on our website or your trusted retailer. Make sure to check our
website regularly for new strap options.
Each strap is shipped with a new set of screws and a screwdriver which is required to remove
the old strap and to secure the new strap.
Make sure to use the screws that were shipped with your new strap. Assemble as follows:
- Insert new screws into strap until they are “flush” with the strap.
- Position the strap – The short end belongs on the side of the watch where the QR code is.
The long end of the strap belongs on the side with the Lytt Labs logo.
Don’t force the screws in, but use the screwdriver (included with your timepiece) to
reassemble the watch and strap ensuring the threads are aligned before tightening.
Do not use excessive force when tightening the screws. Stop as soon as you feel resistance.
The screw threads on the case are highly precise and may get damaged if the screw is
over tightened. Damaged screw threads from over tightening the strap to the case is not
covered under warranty. If you are not con dent of changing the straps on your own, please
bring the watch to your trusted retailer or a watchmaker to change the straps for you.
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4. QR CODE
Your Lytt Labs QR code (on the back of the watch) guarantees that you have acquired an
authentic Lytt Labs timepiece. It is your access code to unlock special offers, community
events and special benefits. It will also allow you to access our Warranty system in the
unlikely event that you have a problem with your Lytt Labs timepiece and need to send
it back to us for warranty repair or servicing.
Scanning it will take you straight to our website www.lyttlabs.com. We recommend
using one of the following free scanners for your smartphone: INIGMA or QR CODE
READER BY SCAN (available for free in your app store). A more extensive list can be
found on our website.

Contact: customercare@lyttlabs.com
WWW.LYTTLABS.COM

